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Joking on Campus 

 
Egyptian Arabic transcript : 
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English translation:  

 
Ahmed: My dear and beloved friends…from…where are we? hhhhh… from the 
Publishing Department at the university. We greet you and present for you your brother 
Ahmed…I am attending a course by force [meaning he has to attend it]; “your brother is 
forced, not a hero”1. It’s very hot here. The temperature is about 40 C. Correct? 40… yes, 
but I was just making sure, I mean… 
 
Naglaa: Now speak, talk. 
 
Ahmed: Of course, I’m very happy because of the hot weather, honestly. 
 
Naglaa: Very happy. 
 
Ahmed: No, no, by God, seriously, by God. The companionship is very beautiful despite 
the hot weather, but certainly what make it nice is the beautiful friends, I mean frankly, 
although I don’t see anything cold, any Pepsi or water, not even a Bon Bon…hhhh. 
Aaa, by God, I wished….please go ahead and record with us. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
1 Arabic proverb that implies having to do something, not voluntarily doing it.  
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